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ABSTRACT

THE HEART OF OPERATIONAL ART: TRANSLATING STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES INTO TACTICAL MISSIONS by MAJ William F.
Crain, USA, 50 pages.

This monograph examines the role of the operational
level of war to translate strategic objectives into
tactical missions. Evidence exists in both the joint and
specific service doctrines which suggests that there is
a lack of commonality in the language used to express
these ends. In appears that to comr-jnicate mi I i tary ends
in the joint arena, the operational commander is
confronted with the obstacle of a multi-language
environment with numerous dialects.

Theory provides a construct consisting of two
primary elements - ends and levels of war. Specific ends
are associated with a given level of war. These ends
have several characteristics. They are duel linked
between the levels of war, having a directive and
supportive nature. The directive nature provides the end
direction or purposewhile the supportive nature reflects
the degree of effectiveness sought. These ends are
associated with four levels of war - policy, strategy,
operations and tactics.

American Joint and service specific doctrines
present the operational commander with the dilemma of
being able to translate strategic military ends into
tactical ends. This problcm results from a lack of a
common lexicon to express military ends and terms which
have common usage but different definitions between the
services. Similar to theory, the doctrines specifically
recognize the strategic, operational and tactical levels
of war, but do imply the fourth - policy.

The study concludes that the heart of opcrational
art is theability to translate strategic objectives into
tactical missions. This capability requires an
understanding of the nature of military ends, the
relationship between ends and the levels of war and the
languages and dialects used in the joint and service
doctrines.
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Part I - Introduction

The past decade witnessed a renaissance in

American military thought. Theories of war are being

reexamined, doctrine refined and lessons gleaned from

our experiences in Panama, the Persian Gulf, Libya and

Grenada. Coupled with the recent balance of power

shifts in Europe, the whole American way of war is

under intense examination. The result is that the art

and science of war has returned as a major subject of

study for many, both in and out of uniform.

Among the numerous concepts emerging during this

revival is the recognition of three levels of war -

strategic, operational and tactical. The operational

level is now an intermediate level between strategy and

tactics and serves to link strategic ends to tactical

ends.

However, the doctrinal language available to the

operational commander appears to confound the process

of translating strategic military ends into tactical

ends. How? The joint and specific service doctrines

are not consistent in their description of the types of

military operations and the missions their respective

forces execute. In essence, it a multi-language

environment with numerous dialects. Consequently, the

operational commander does not have a common language



between the various services to translate strategic

ends into tactical ends.

The purpose of this paper is to determine how, if

at all, should joint and service doctrines be improved

to enhance the translation of strategic ends into

tactical ends. To achieve this purpose, a threefold

analysis is used. First, the theoretical propositions

are examined to provide a construct for translating

strategic ends into tactical ends. Second, a doctrinal

analysis is conducted to identify any model for linking

strategic and tactical ends. Additionally, a

comparison of joint and specific service doctrines will

identify the types of operations and missions from each

perspective. Particular focus will be made to

understanding the context of the doctrine from the

service's point of view. Finally, an analysis of these

doctrines will be conducted with the intent of

developing a common language for expressing operational

objectives or missions.

Part II - Theoretical Construct

A theoretical construct for translating strategic

military ends into tactical ends can be developed by

conducting a four step analysis. Step one provides a

broad foundation by identifying the theoretical
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propositions regarding military ends and the levels of

war. Step two expands on the nature of military ends

while the third step examines the framework for the

levels of war. The final step is a synthesis of the

ends and levels to identify major themes and to provide

a theoretical construct for translating strategic

military objectives into tactical missions.

The Foundation

To establish a theoretical foundation, 'military

end' and 'level of war' must be defined and their

relationship identified. Neither of these terms are

specifically defined in any theoretical work or

doctrinal publication. Consequently, I will initially

define these terms as follows:

Military End: The result desired from
activities conducted by armed forces.

Level of War: A grouping of related
activities conducted by armed forces directed
towards achievemer ' of a Pommon military end.

Clausewitz refines these definitions by describing war

as a "duel on a larger scale." 1  Consequently, the

activities conducted by armed forces refer to the duel

or duels between warring parties. Each duel has a

specific military end at one level of war, while a

group of related duels have a common end at higher

level.

3



Theory establishes a two dimensional, hierarchial

relationship between military ends and the levels of

war. In the first dimension are the military ends;

and in the second dimension, the levels of war. The

hierarchial arrangement of military ends is an inverted

dendritic resembling the branches of an upside down

tree, while that of the levels of war is linear. 2  This

relationship is portrayed in figure 1.

Figure 1 - Theoretical Foundation

MILITAPY ENDS

LeveI I E

L E V E L S .......... ............. ..... ....

OFWAP Level2 ENN

Accordingly, specific levels are associated with their

respective ends; and ends at the lower levels of war

are subordinate to and supportive of those ends
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associated with the higher levels. With this broad

foundation, attention now turns to examining military

ends.

Military Ends

Military ends tend to have three distinct

characteristics. First, they have a dual linkage;

second, the linkage expresses both the intent and the

degree of effectiveness desired; and third, the end

focuses on the domains of battle. Each of these traits

are examined separately.

The linkage between ends is dual natured - it is

both directive and supportive. The link is directive

in that a higher end provides direction to a lower

level end. It is also supportive because the

activities conducted to achieve a lower level end

contribute to accomplishment of a higher end.

Clausewitz, J.F.C. Fuller, and Julian Corbett are in

close agreement on the dual nature of ends. They

describe the directive nature of the link as the object

or purpose of an end.3 The supportive nature is

identified with the objective or task. 4  Martin Van

Creveld refers to this linkage simply as "who did what

[supportive] and why [directive]." 5  In all cases, the

directive element of the linkage dominates the

supportive element to provide unity of purpose.6 This

dual linkage provides greater insight into the

5



relationship between ends and provides the basis for

making a clear distinction between the objecc and the

objective as illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2 - Duel Linked Ends

HIG HER LEVEL
END

D IRE CT IVE-.
SUPPORTIVE: Object or Purpose

Objective or Task 4

O 0

LOWER LEVEL
END

The directive link, or object, expresses intent.

The intent is expressed in a positive, negative and or

neutral sense. The positive sense aims to impose by

promoting or improving an end. The negative sense

seeks to resist external pressure by protecting or

preventing the failure of an end. The neutral sense

simply tries to maintain an end. Conversely, opposing

ends have these same traits. Conflict normally results

from a positive end being sought while peace or mutual

6



coexistence generally prevails when all parties pursue

neutral or negative ends. Clausewitz recognizes the

positive by stating that "force ... is thus the means

in war; to impose our will on the enemy is its

object." 7; and the negative object as causing the enemy

to renounce the policy pursued. 8

Fuller identifies both the positive and negative

military object in war as compelling "the enemy to

accept the policy in dispute."9  While the neutral

military object is not specifically identified,

Clausewitz alludes to it as the only "consideration

[which] can suspend military action."'1  Additionally,

Fuller and Liddel Hart imply this neutral object's

existence when looking beyond the immediate conflict or

war, as a 'better state peace.'
11

Presuming that a better state of peace is

achieved, the neutral military object seeks to maintain

its associated policy. In effect, the object expresses

a positive, neutral or negative intent - it seeks to

impose, maintain or resist. Figure 3 illustrates this

interaction from the friendly perspective.

7



Figure 3 - Military Objects

ENEMY OBJECT

IMPOSE
PROMOTE OR IMPROVE

FRIENDLY -,

RESIST

O E PROTECT
OR MAINTAIN

PREVENT

The supportive link, or objective, expresses the

degree of effectiveness desired. This effectiveness

specifies "some definite point which we wish to get

from the enemy or prevent his occupying, or some part

of his strength which we wish to destroy. ''12 In

discussing the offense and defense, Clausewitz

describes this effectiveness as "the preservation [of

one's own force] and destruction of the enemy forces is

the substance but not the ultimate object."
13

Additionally, both Clausewitz and Fuller use the terms,

conquest, defend, seizure, occupy, and mislead to

define the degree of effectiveness desired.
14

Generally speaking, it appears that the term used to

express the degree of effectiveness desired is a verb

that lends itself to quantifiable measurement.

8



The focus of the object and objective lies in

physical, moral or mental domain. In the physical

realm, the focus is on the means. Clausewitz and

Fuller specifically refer to the enemy's armed

forces. 15  The focus in the moral domain is the will to

or ends. 16  For the mental domain, the focus is on the

ways, or that which links the means to the ends.

Clausewitz identifies this with occupying the enemy's

country to deny him the ability to raise and employ an

army.17 Fuller refers to the "material elements of

aggression and other sources of existence of the

hostile army." 18  James Schneider, the military

theorist at the US Army School of Advanced Military

Studies, succinctly identifies the mental domain as the

cybernetics. 19  From this focus, it is possible to tie

both the object and objective together as an end

sought.

In theory, the end sought is composed of an object

and an objective. The object is directive and provides

the purpose. The objective is supportive and specifies

the degree of effectiveness desired. Both focus on a

particular domain. In the case of the object, the

domain is expressed in broad or general terms as it

relates to the higher level end being sought. For the

objective, the domain is more specific and may be

directly or indirectly related to, or a subelement of

9



the general one. Taken together one might express an

end and its components as:

END = OBJECT + OBJECTIVE
OBJECT Purpose + Domain (Broad or General)
OBJECTIVE - Degree of Effectiveness + Domain (Specific)

Therefore,

END (Purpose + General Domain) +
(Degree of Effectiveness + Specific

Domain).

An example of an end in the physical domain would be:

"Restore territorial integrity of the nation
by seizing a lost province"

Where,
OBJECT: Purpose = Restore

Domain (General) = territorial integrity
of the nation

OBJECTIVE: Degree of Effectiveness = seizing
Domain (Specific) = lost province

Having identified the general characteristics of an

end, we now turn to the relationship between specific

ends.

National ends are those goals which a nation or

state seeks to maintain or achieve. Generally, these

goals address the security, liberty and prosperity of

the nation. 21 They can be further refined to specific

national ends. John Spanier identifies these ends as

'State Objectives' in his book, Games Nations Play. 21

A summary of national ends is provided in figure 4.

.. .. ....



Figure 4 - State Ends

OBJECT OBJECTIVE

Security Physical Survival
Territorial Integrity
Political Independence

Welfare Economic Welfare
General Well Being

Ideology Set of Beliefs

Prestige National Image

Peace Deter War or Conflict

Power National Power

When expressed through the government of a state, these

national ends become policy.22  Recognizing that war is

a act of policy, it follows that military ends are

subordinate or equal to and determined by national

policy. 23  The political object determines the military

objective.24 Applying the expression END = OBJECT +

OBJECTIVE to national and military ends, we have the

fol lowing:

Policy END = State OBJECT + State OBJECTIVE.
Military END = Military OBJECT + Military OBJECTIVE.
Military < Policy.

Therefore,

11



Military END = Policy or Military OBJECT +

Policy or Military OBJECTIVE.

Two points should be noted at this juncture.

First, military ends are generally associated with the

military instrument of policy, just as economic and

political ends are associated with those instruments.

Second, an extension of the linkage implies that the

same dual nature exists between the overall military

end and lesser military ends. Consequently, attention

now turns to subordinate military ends.

Lower level military ends are associated with the

subordinate elements of military power. Within the

armed forces, these elements are the land, sea and air

powers which operate in a joint or independent

environment. In joint operations these forces seek

accomplishment of military objectives. 25  In

independent operations, each element seeks to achieve a

military objective or an objective associated with that

particular element of power or medium (i.e., land, sea

or air).26 It must be noted that a specific service

can conduct independent operations while operating in

more than one medium. Such is the case with naval

vessels and naval air, or army ground forces and army

aviation, or marine ground forces and marine air.

Consequently, these lesser military ends can be

expressed as follows:

Military END Military OBJECT + Military OBJECTIVE.

12



Joint End = Joint OBJECT + Joint OBJECTIVE.

Independent END = Independent OBJECT +
Independent OBJECTIVE.

Independent or Joint < Policy, but
Independent < Joint < Military.

Therefore,

Joint END = Military or Joint OBJECT +
Military or Joint OBJECTIVE, and

Independent END = Military, Joint or Independent OBJECT
+ Military, Joint or Independent OBJECTIVE.

Theory carries this construct a step further for

each of the components of military power.

Specifically, Fuller states that "the object of an army

is to destroy an army; of a fleet, to destroy a fleet;

of an air force, to destroy an air force."27

Consequently, the we can extend our expression of ends

to:

Ground END = Ground OBJECT + Ground OBJECTIVE.
Sea END = Sea OBJECT + Sea OBJECTIVE.
Air END = Air OBJECT + Air OBJECTIVE.
Ground, Sea or Air < Independent or Joint, and
Ground, Sea or Air = Independent.

Therefore,

Ground END = Joint or Independent Ground OBJECT +
Joint or Independent Ground OBJECTIVE.

Sea END = Joint or Independent Sea OBJECT +
Joint or independent Sea OBJECTIVE.

Air END = Joint or Independent Air OBJECT +
Joint or Independent Air OBJECTIVE.

Collectively, these theoretical ends can be

illustrated to show their relationship and dual

linkage, qualitative characteristics.

13



Figure 5 - Theoretical Ends

OBJECT OBJECTIVE
(+ -) (Higl<-->Lowj

POLICY State State

MILITARY Policy Policy

Military Military

Military MilitaryJOINT
Joint Joint

M ilitary Military
NDEPN Joint Jo in t

Independent Independent

GROUND Joint Joint
Independent Ground Independent Ground

SEA joint Joint
Independent Sea Independent Sea

AIR Joint Joint
Independent Air Independent Air

+ -: Reflects Positive, Neutral or Negative Intent
Hgh<--)Low: Reflects Degree of Effectiveness

With this foundation of theoretical ends

established, attention now turns to examining the

theoretical levels of war.

Levels of War

Since the writings of Sun Tzu, military theorists

have described various levels for the conduct of war.

14



While agreement is lacking regarding the precise

distinction of and between these levels, all theorists

subscribe to a some sort of hierarchy. To examine this

aspect, the writings of several military theorists were

analyzed. These works were first analyzed to determine

the authors definition of the various levels. Next,

the composite of these findings were correlated to

identify commonality in definition between authors.

From these commonalities, conclusions were drawn to

establish a theoretical construct for the levels of

war.

Clausewitz, Jomini, Fuller, Corbett and the

Soviets all describe levels of war. Common to all the

descriptions are the purpose, activities and the

relationship within the hierarchy of each level of war.

A synopsis of these sources is provided as appendix A.

Collectively, three major themes emerge from these

writings. First, there are several levels of war.

Second, the hierarchy of levels is vertically linear;

the higher level directs the lower and the lower

supports the higher. Third, each level is

distinguished from the others by the end it seeks to

accomplish.

Of the nine levels of war described by the

authors, four distinct levels exist. Descriptively,

these levels are national policy, war in total,

15



operations within the war and combat within operations.

Categorically, these levels are policy, strategy,

operations and tactics. Policy is associated with the

nation or state. Strategy refers to war in total and

encompasses grand strategy, major strategy and

strategy. 28 Operations incorporate minor strategy,

operational and grand tactics. 29  Focus at this level

is on major military activities within the war leading

up to the physical engaement in combat. Tactics refers

to the level which includes both tactics and minor

tactics with actual combat being its distinguishing

characteristic.3@ Therefore, theoretically, four

levels of war exist - policy, strategy, operations and

tactics.

All the theoretical writings examined agree that

there is a linear, hierarchial relationship between the

levels of war. From highest to lowest, this

relationship is policy - strategy - operations - then

tactics. Each level directs the lower level by

providing an object or purpose to achieve. In turn,

the lower level supports the higher level by

accomplishing objectives or tasks. The relationship

between these theoretical levels of war is illustrated

in figure 6.

16



Figure 6 - Theoretical Levels of War

LEVEL OBJECT I OBJECTIVE

National Object (F'6g) Polical Aims of
POLICY Political Object (C*8l) War (S;218)

Statesman's End (J,24)

Secures Political Obiect Policy 0etermines (5:210)1

ST RAT EGY '"O -108) Political ObjectWar Oblect (C128) Determines (JC 327)

Military Object (r.107) Strategy Determines

OPERATIONS Destruction Of Enemy's (S2181

Plan (F:108] Operational Obleclives
(JC:327)

Destruction of Enemy
TACTICS (C:227) Operations Determines

Partial Object is to Destroyl (5,140)
Enemy Army, Fleel Air

Forces (FAG9 - 110b

- Source and page number from Appendix A
synopsis.

Theoretical Synthesis of Ends and Levels of War

A theoretical synthesis is achieved by integrating

the ends and the levels of war. This is done by first

establishing the directive link, or object, between the

different levels. Next, those supportive linkages, or

objectives, are tied to their corresponding objects.

The result is a theoretical construct for translating

strategic ends into tactical ends.

17



The object provides direction for each level of

war. At the policy level the object is that of the

state. Specifically, the policy object relates to the

security, welfare, ideology, prestige, peace and power

of the nation. The strategic level focuses on

achieving a particular policy object or objects for the

benefit of the nation. At the operational level effort

is directed towards a military object which benefits

the armed forces as a whole. The tactical level has a

joint or independent object which benefits only a

portion of the armed forces. Thus, the object at each

level directs that of the lower level.

Objectives are supportive of the object for each

level of war. Tactical objectives are joint or

independent ground, sea or air objectives which

contribute to achieving the tactical object. The

military object at the operational level is supported

by military, joint or independent objectives.

Political or military objectives support the strategic

object. At the policy level, state objectives support

the policy object. Collectively, these objectives and

their associated objects provide a theoretical

construct for transiating strateg;c ends into tactical

ends. This construct is illustrated in figure 7.

18



Figure 7 - Theoretical Construct

LEVEL OgJECT nRJECTIV F

State
POLICY State Object Objectives

Policy or Military I
STRATEGY Policy Object Objectives

Military, Joint or

OPERATIONS Miltary Independent
Object Objectives I

Joint or Joint or
TAC ICS Indlependenrt IndependentAr

TACTICS IdObject Ground, Sed or Airi
Objectives l

The theoretical construct serves as the foundation

for a doctrinal model which translates strategic ends

into tactical ends. Within this framework, we now turn

to the doctrinal construct.

Part III - Doctrinal Construct

A doctrinal construct for translating strategic

ends into tactical ends can be developed using a

methodology similar to the one employed for the

theoretical construct. First, the doctrinal

foundations are established regarding military ends and

the levels of war. Next, military ends are analyzed in

19



detail followed by an examination of the levels of war.

Finally, a synthesis of the ends and levels is made to

produce a doctrinal construct for translating strategic

ends into tactical ends.

The Foundation

Current United States military doctrine provides a

very broad foundation regarding military ends, the

levels of war and their relationship. Several terms

are used to describe military ends (missions, tasks,

objectives, intent, goals, or aims) and three levels of

war are specifically identified (strategic, operational

and tactical). These ends and levels will be discussed

in greater detail in the following sections. At this

point; however, only the relationship between military

ends and the levels of war can be doctrinally

established.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication (JCS Pub) 3-

0 (Final Draft) Doctrine for Joint Operations,

generally describes the relationship between military

ends and the levels of war. In describing the levels

of war, the document states:

Whether limited or general, wars are
prosecuted at three levels: strategic,
operational, and tactical. Understanding the
activities that occur at each level will
assist in organizing and training for war,
assigning responsibilities for warfighting,
allocati1ng resources, and enhancing unity of
effort.

20



From this description a broad doctrinal foundation

relating military ends to the levels of war is

established and illustrated in figure 8.

Figure 8 - Doctrinal Foundation

LEVELS OF WAR MILITARY ENDS

SttgyEN

With this doctrinal foundation, we now focus on its

military ends.

Military Ends

Joint doctrine describes military ends as missions

and objectives. JCS Pub 1 provides two definitions for

mission. The first defines it as:

The task, together with the purpose, which
clearly indicates the action to be taken and
the reason therefor. In common usage,

21



especially when applied to lower military
units, a duty assigned to an individual or
unit; a task. 2

The second definition is:

A clear, concise statement of the task of the
command and its purpose. 33

Objective is defined as "the physical object of the

action taken ... which is essential to the commander's

plan." 34  Additionally, JCS Pub 3-0 equates military

objective to military end.35 While these terms are not

synonymous, a military end in joint doctrine is

described as a mission or an objective.

Several levels of military ends are described in

the joint doctrine. JCS Pub 1, DOD Dictionary of

Military and Associated Terms, defines two of these

ends, national objectives and strategic mission. At

the highest level are national objectives which are the

"fundamental aims, goals, or purposes of a nation ...

ends - toward which a policy is directed." 36  The

purpose of a strategic mission is to destroy or

disintegrate the enemy's war-making capacity and his

will to make war. 37  JCS Pub 3-0 also identifies

several levels of objectives. Determining security

objectives and establishing national military

objectives are associated with the national or alliance

level. 38  Accomplishing strategic objectives and

establishing operational objectives are associated with

22



campaigns and major operations.39 The ends sought by

battles and engagements are the accomplishment of

military objectives assigned to tactical units and the

achieving of combat objectives.40 An attempt to

illustrate the relationship between these joint

doctrinal ends is provided in figure 9.

Figure 9 - Joint Doctrinal Ends

LEVEL OBJECTIVE

NATION National Objectives

NATION OP Determines Security Objectives
ALLIANCE Establishes National Military Objectives

CAMPAIGNS & Achieves Strategic Objectives/Missions
MAJOR OPERATIONS Establishes Operational Objectives

BATTLES & Accomplisnes Military Objectives
ENGAGEMENTS Achieves Combat Objectives

With this joint doctrinal framework for military ends,

attention now turns to the specific service doctrines.

Military ends are described in each of the service

doctrines. As in the joint doctrine, the terms mission

and objective are used to define the military end.

These terms are examined to compare the similarities

and differences between the services and the joint

doctrine.
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The term mission lacks common definition between

the services. First, US Army doctrine has two

definitions; one which is task oriented:

The primary task assigned to an individual,
unit, or force. It usually contains the
elements of who, what, when where, and the
reason therefor, but seldom specifies how.41

and another which is both task and purpose oriented:

2. A clear, concise statement of the task (or
tasks) to be accomplished by the command and
the purpose to be achieved.

Second, US Naval doctrine fails to define mission and

uses the term only when referring to the mission of the

Navy as a whole.43 Third, while not specifically

defining the term, US Air Force doctrine refers to

mission as describing the objective attained by

employing forces. 44  Finally, the US Marine Corps

defines mission as "the task to be accomplished and the

reason, or intent." 45  From these definitions, it

appears that the second Army definition and the Marine

Corps definition agree with the joint doctrine's

definition of mission. Additionally, the Air Force

definition has some similarity to the other doctrines

while the Navy's usage of the term lacks relevance to

the other services.

The term objective also lacks common usage by all

services. The Joint and Army doctrines are in

agreement defining the term as "the physical object of
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the action taken." 46 Naval doctrine fails to define

objective and refers to the term only in the context of

national or overall service actions. 47  The Air Force

defines objective as "what a military action intends to

accomplish and normally describes the nature and scope

of an operation. '48  Somewhat similar to the Air Force,

Marine Corps doctrine describes the term as those

conditions which will achieve the envisioned end

state. 49 A comparison of these definitions reveals

that the Joint and Army doctrines agree. Additionally,

the Air Force and Marines have a similar context, but

different from the Joint and Army usage. As with the

term mission, the Naval context of objective is

distinctly different from the other services.

Several points about doctrinal ends should be

noted at this juncture. First, there is a lack of

clarity in defining military ends. The doctrines

recognizes the terms objective and mission but fails to

distinguish or identify the relationship between them.

Secondly, several additional yet undefined terms are

used interchangeably to describe the ends;

specifically, object, goals, aims, purposes and tasks.

Whether these discrepancies are significant not may be

purely academic; however, we must recall that theory

makes a point of discussing the nature of military ends

distinguishing between and describing their
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relationships in great detail. With this broad

doctrinal framework of military ends, we now turn to

the doctrinal levels of war.

Levels of War

Both the Joint and specific service doctrines

acknowledge the existence of three levels of war.

However, there are differences. Not all the written

and approved doctrines officially recognize these

specific levels.

The strategic, operational and tactical levels of

war are officially recognized by the Joint, Army, Air

Force and Marine Corps doctrines. Additionally, these

doctrines agree on the objective of each level.

National or alliance policy objectives are secured at

the strategic level. Military objectives which support

the policy objectives are achieved at the operational

level. Combat objectives are accomplished at the

tactical level to support the military objectives.

Naval doctrine officially recognizes two levels of

war, but implies a third. Both the strategic and

tactical levels are addressed in Navy's doctrine.

Strategy seeks to achieve national objectives. 58

Addressing the tactical level, Navy doctrine describes

the combat objectives as naval warfare tasks which

"must address the accomplishment of the Navy's
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functions." 5i  These "naval functions" are actions

which achieve the military objectives. 52 As such,

there is an implication that an intermediate level

between strategy and tactics exists in the Navy's

doctrine.

Of particular interest is the fact that all the

doctrines acknowledge that the apex of war is not the

strategic level. Each of the doctrines recognize that

national policy occupies this supreme position and

provides direction to strategy for the prosecution of

war. 53 While not specifically stated, the implication

is clear - policy is the highest level of war ranking

above strategy.

Doctrinal Synthesis of Ends and Levels of War

A synthesis of the joint and service doctrines

provides a doctrinal construct for translating

strategic ends into tactical ends. This construct

integrates the military ends and levels of war

identified in the Joint and specific service doctrines.

Because the definition of terms, 'mission' and

'objective' vary between the services, the reader is

cautioned to maintain the perspective and context

within which each service uses these words to describe

military ends. Additionally, where a particular

service does not officially recognize a level of war,
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an attempt has been made to relate those corresponding

ends to the appropriate level. Finally, policy has

been included as a level since it is implicit in all

the doctrines examined. The result of this synthesis

is provided on the following page and serves as a basis

for analysis to develop practical operational model for

translating strategic ends into tactical ends.
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Part IV - The Operational Translator

The purpose of an operational translator is to

communicate strategic military ends into tactical ends.

This tool must be theoretically sound, doctrinally

correct and have practical utility to its user. The

theoretical contruct developed earlier established the

both the nature of military ends, the levels of war and

the relationship between the two. From this

theoretical foundation, a doctrinal construct was

developed to focus on the Joint and specific services

doctrines for the broad translation of strategic ends

into tactical ends. The remaining step now is to lend

practical utility to an operational translator. To

achieve this end, the specific joint and service

objectives are analyzed to associate them with the

appropriate level of war. The criteria for analysis

here is to identify differences between the services.

Finally, an analysis of these objectives is made using

the criteria of commonality. Together, the differences

and commonalities will provide a useful tool for

translating strategic ends into tactical ends.

In the Joint arena, strategy achieves national

policy objectives through strategic military

objectives. At the operational level, the strategic

military objectives are achieved through operational
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objectives. The Armed Forces Staff College Publication

1 (AFSC Pub 1), The Joint Staff Officer's Guide,

identifies and defines these operational objectives as

military mission options. Specifically, they are

presence, show of force, demonstration, special

operations, quarantine, blockade and force entry. The

manual specifically states that these terms are to

"suggest the spectrum of military force available when

developing a mission statement for an operation plan

and its deterrent options." 54  These joint operational

objectives provide direction for the military

objectives of the component services.

The Army identifies its basic military strategic

objective as the "defeat of the enemy's forces on land

and the seizure, occupation and defense of land

areas."'55  The operational objectives which support

this are defined within offensive, defensive,

retrograde, security and reconnaissance, deception, and

special operations.56 Within the framework of these

operational objectives, specific combat objectives or

tactical missions are specified. For offensive

operations this includes a deliberate attack,

exploitation, hasty attack, movement to contact, and

raid.57 Defensive operations include defend a battle

position, defend in sector and defend a strongpoint. 58

The delay, retirement and withdrawal are encompassed
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within retrograde operations.59 Security and

reconnaissance operations include area security, cover,

guard, screen, and area, route and zone

reconnaissance.66 Deception operations include

demonstrations, displays, feints and ruses. Special

operations encompass unconventional warfare, counter-

terrorism, collective security, psychological

operations and civil affairs measures.62  These

strategic, operational and tactical objectives direct

the employment of ground forces in war.

The strategic military objective of the sea forces

is identified as the conduct of combat operations at

sea in support of national interests to assure maritime

superiority. 63  The operational objectives which

support this strategy are the naval functions of sea

control and power projection. 64  The tactical

objectives which achieve these operational objectives

are describes as fundamental and supportive naval

warfare tasks. The fundamental tasks incorporate the

actions of anti-air, anti-submarine, anti- surface

ship, strike, amphibious (specifically the Marine

Corps' objective), and mine warfare.65  Supportive

tasks include special warfare, ocean surveillance,

intelligence, electronic warfare, logistics, and

command, control and communication (C3 ). 66

Collectively, these objectives guide the employment of
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naval and marine forces at the strategic, operational

and tactical levels of war.

The strategic military objective of the Air Force

is to win the aerospace battle - to gain and/or

maintain control of the aerospace environment and to

take decisive actions immediately and directly against

the enemy's warfighting capacity.67 Several

operational objectives support this strategic

objective. Specifically, they are aerospace offense,

aerospace defense, counterair, air interdiction, close

air support, special operations, airlift, aerospace

surveillance and reconnaissance, and aerospace maritime

operations. 68  Tactical objectives which support these

operational objectives are offensi%,e counter air,

suppression of enemy air defenses, defensive counter

air, battlefield air interdiction, aerial refueling,

electronic combat, intelligence, aerospace rescue and

recovery, psychological operations, weather service and

warning, command, control and communications. These

objectives provide direction for the employment of air

forces at the strategic, operational, and tactical

levels of war.

Two major commonalities appear to be present in

the definitions or descriptions of these objectives.

The first is a measure of effectiveness or task. The

second is a reason or purpose for achieving the
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objective. These commonalities appear across the

services and follow the theoretical nature of military

ends of identifying the a degree of effectiveness

desired and an reason or intent for achieving the

objective.

Common to all the service doctrines is a degree of

effectiveness sought in the achievement of an

objective. The Army and Marine Corps refer to this

measure of effectiveness as the task part of the

mission. The Navy and Air Force do not specifically

identify this measure, but use the same terms as the

Army to describe the task. These terms are in fact

verbs. Specifically, they are attrite, block, breach,

clear, collect, contact, contain, delay, destroy,

detect, disrupt, divert, deploy, employ, fix, guard,

identify, neutralize, occupy, rescue, retain, screen,

secure, seize, and suppress. These terms are used by

all the services to describe the degree of

effectiveness sought with respect to a particular

objective, regardless of the level of war.

The second commonality between the services is the

purpose or intent associated with an objective. In the

theoretical sense, these terms express a positive,

neutral or negative intent toward to object. These

terms include:

Cause (the force or enemy)
Deny (the enemy)
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Gain (time, terrain or an object)
Portray (to the enemy)
Prevent (the enemy)
Protect (the force or object)
Provide (resources, space or time)
Restore (the force or space)
Support (the force)

When associated with an objective, the intent or

purpose provides direction for the military forces.

From this analysis an operational translator can

be developed for translating strategic military ends

into tactical ends. While not professing to be all

encompassing, this tool can facilitate the operational

level commander in linking tactical objectives to

strategic objectives. Both the differences and the

commonalities between the Joint and service doctrines

are incorporated to facilitate this communication. The

composite results of this analysis are provided in

figure 11 as "An Operational Translator".
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Part V - Conclusion

Translating strategic military ends into tactical

ends is the business of the operational artist. Both

political and military theory recognize this important

linkage and military doctrine strives to establish this

connection.

Theory provides several insights to the nature of

operational ends. First, there is a hierarchy of ends

which are associated with specific levels of war.

These ends are linked from one level to the next and

have a directive and supportive nature. Second, the

directive nature of the end provides an intent or

purpose for the objective. Finally, the supportive

aspect of the end defines a degree of effectiveness

desired from accomplishment of the objective.

Doctrine generally parallels the theoretical

construct for linking ends between the levels of war.

All the doctrines associate specific ends to a

particular level of war. While not specifically

stated, the joint and service doctrines do recognize

the existence of four levels of war - policy, strategy,

operations and tactics. While there are differences

between the services as to the definition of objective

and mission, all agree with theory that there is a

directive and supportive nature to the objectives at
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each level.

Both the Joint and service doctrines can be

improved to facilitate translating strategic ends into

tactical ends. Better understanding could be improved

by stressing the commonality between the services in

the joint doctrine while the service doctrines should

focus on the differences. Commonality does appear to

exist in the general treatment of military ends and the

levels of war. Joint doctrine should expand on the

nature of military ends - the supportive and directive;

the expression of a positive, neutral, or negative

intent as related to an object or purpose; the defining

the degree of effectiveness desired for the objective

or task; and focusing the end on a physical, mental or

moral domain. Policy should also be officially

recognized as the highest and fourth level of war.

Service doctrines could enhance better

understanding by realigning to an improved joint

doctrine. Definitions of terms should be the same as

those described in the Joint manuals. The service

specific manuals would then focus on expanding their

discussions of the service peculiar ends as they relate

to the larger, joint, whole.

Whether or not these improvements will in fact

improve the operational commander's ability to

translate strategic ends into tactical ends cannot be
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demonstrated. However, it may help to avoid situations

where an Army officer working in the J5 staff of a

predominately naval unified command was recently asked

to describe sea control, but expressed ignorance to the

meaning of this primary naval function.

The recent renaissance in American military

thought has recognized the operational level of war.

It uses campaigns and major operations to direct

battles and engagements in support of the objectives of

war. As Clausewitz recognized that "every engagement,

large or small, has its own particular purpose which is

subordinate to the general one," 78 the very heart of

operational art is translating strategic objectives

into tactical missions.
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Appendix A - Possible Theoretical Levels of War

Policy.
Clausewitz:

- Achieve political object (81).
Jomini:

- To obtain the statesman's end (24).
Fuller:

- The object of a nation (69).

Soviets:
- Determines political aims of war (218).
- Determines strategic objectives and methods
of warfare (218).

Grand Strategy.
Fuller:

- Secures political object (1G7-108).

Maior Strategy.
Corbett:

- Deals with the resources of a nation for war (327).
- Province of the plan of war to achieve ulterior

object (326).
- Selects primary objects and force, and determines
functions of forces (326-327).

Strategy.
Clausewitz:

- Achieve the object of war (128).
- Coordinating engagements to achieve object of war
(128).

Jomini:
- Directing masses upon the theater or war (22-23).
- Making war on the map (79).
- One object is to secure advantages for the army
(290).

Soviets:
- Stems from state policy (7).
- Determines operational objectives/missions and
methods of operation (218).

Minor Strategy.
Corbett:

- Province of plan of operations to achieve primary
objects (327).
- Determines objectives of operations and direction of
force for the operation (327).

Operational.
Soviets:

- Achieves strategic objectives (14G).
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- Assigns tactical missions (140).
- Determines tactical missions and methods of combat
(218).

Grand TaLi.z.
Fuller:

- Object is destruction of enemy's plan (108).
- Spirit of plan is political object, heart is military
object (107).

Jomini:
- Combining and conducting battles (201).

Tactics.
Clausewitz:

- Planning and executing engagements (128).
- Use of armed forces in engagements (128).
- Object is destruction of enemy (227).

Jomini:
- Maneuvers of an army on the field of battle (79).
- Combatting on the ground (79).

Soviets:
- Preparing and conducting combat operations by
subunits (9).

Minor Tactics.
Fuller:

- Partial object is destruction of enemy; army destroys
army, fleet destroys fleet air force destroys air force
(109-110).

Notes. (#) - Indicates referenced page from respective sources
identified below:

Clausewitz: Carl von Clausewitz, On War.
Jomini: Baron Antoine Heneri Jomini, The Art of War.
Fuller: JFC Fuller, The Foundation of the Science of War.
Soviets: Harriet and William Scott editors, The Soviet Art of
War.
Corbett: Julian S. Corbett, Some Principles of Maritime Stratepy.
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